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BELTANE 2013

GATHERING REPORT BY FIREFLY

After the first Community Week of the year it was time for our annual Beltane Gathering, which was held from the
26th April until 6th of May. In the old pagan tradition, it is the time and celebration of the beginning of summer.
However, as we had a long winter and the first green nature was popping up like lots of spring flowers on the
land, it felt for most people like the beginning of spring. It was a very dynamic gathering in the sense of high
energy moments, but also low energy moments were some aspects did not seem to flow in the group.
On the first Friday of the gathering we were already with about 12 lovely faeries from different countries, and the
house and land was slowly transforming from Community Week into Beltane. As we heard there was a lot of
sunshine and nakedness during the previous week, the weather for Beltane transformed into the kind that was
more similar to autumn. The first 2 days it was rain rain and rain! The temperature was below 10 degrees. This
meant of course living inside the house a lot more. Burning stoves almost 24/7 and making nice food was the
order of the day. On Saturday we had a beautiful heart circle in the friendship room to connect with each other.
More arrivals came on the weekend and the gathering had started. As Beltane has a few ceremonies, I made a
little flexible schedule from the opening to the closing ceremony. We planned the opening for Sunday. At the
same time there were a few moments when it was difficult to get the group together for practical circles.
Somehow there was not much happening in forming a group to prepare something for the opening. People
were still arriving and adjusting. Then suddenly, it was dry and lots of instruments were brought into the sandpit.
We were very blessed with the new drums from Colm and there were some faeries that played the harp. So there
was a beautiful session of music making, really gentle and soft.
On Monday there was the idea of choosing the new maypole but again there was a bit of a divided energy
when different ideas came into play. So the energy was a bit low. Suddenly a faerie began to drum and more faes
joined for music making, and the land and the music guided us to a group of trees. With the lovely shamanistic
skills of Hagbard, we choose the tree.

Taking the old pole down was a beautiful procession guided by some flutes
from Colm and Akka, it was really peaceful. However, the opinion of when to do
this was divided in the group. This was the energy that was there the entire
gathering. Every time we felt like getting stuck, musical improvisations helped
break this feeling up. I am really grateful with so many musical talents that were
there. Even with the bad weather there was always some flutes sounds coming
from the land.
Somewhere on the third day there was a few hours of sun! Shirts off and chill-out
time! On Wednesday we weaved the new maypole when the weather was dry.
After decorating the new pole we marched to the prairie again with lovely
musical guidance. After we planted it there was a beautiful energy with lots of
dancing and fun.
The next few days the weather went poorly again, and it seemed sometimes that
the group was splitting up. Some people were tired but others felt great and said
to me that it was their best gathering. After 5 days of going up and down there
were not many heart circles and no daily practical circles.
Sometimes it felt like other stewards that were there were not in their full power
modes. There was some talking behind backs by some feas and even one day it
was really a strange vibe and it felt some judgments were going around, and
again no heart circle. However, there was lots of love and cuddling. So I think it
is normal in group processes to go up and down. Light and dark. It was a bit
new for me as I am often spoilt at Folleterre with lots of sunshine. There were a
few nice workshops like a shamanistic dream journey to connect with your totem
animal by Hagbard, and a lovely bird walk by Akka.
I`d like to thank every body from the heart who came and created this gathering
together. May we grow and learn together in times of light and darkness.
Love - Firefly

COMPOST PROCESSING AND
COMMUNITY BUILDING

by Junis

With two subjects for this newsletter in mind; compost processing and community building, I realised that they have enough
similarities and metaphors in common to bring them together! Both processes need care and a structural build up, to produce and
be successful in the end.
This year the garden will mainly flourish on last year's kitchen left over’s. The content of 2 of the 3 newly built storage boxes were
spread over all the beds last fall and this spring. As a result the vegetable harvest and flower abundance are hopefully going to
tell their success story this summer. Regarding compost making, many books are written. Interesting reading material for those
who want to learn about preparing the site, building a bin, silo or box, micro organism, the actual compost producers and so on.
But let's focus on our situation at Folleterre, where we have 3 compost set-ups next to the vegetable/flower garden. During a
gathering buckets full of organic material are being dumped here every day! And by being dumped I mean being dumped…!
That's why it is good to know a little more about compost making techniques and how the pile is formed and warmed up.
For many centuries the Chinese managed to produce harvests by meticulously recycling all organic matter. Each twig, dead leaf,
stem, animal manure and urine, together with human organic waste was gathered and piled up. Without exhausting the soil,
millions were fed for a very long time. Following their approach we can start making compost with one or two arms full of twigs
and small branches, after breaking and digging up the underground soil, this will ensure air circulation underneath the heap.
Oxygen inlets are essential for a thorough composting process. At the beginning 3 or 4 vertically placed sticks or thicker
branches are dug in, to be removed after the build up is high enough, the open spaces they leave will also bring in oxygen in
between all layers. On top of the branches a 15 cm thick layer of organic material, like leaves, hay, weeds or kitchen organic
material is spread out. Every layer that follows can be dry or wet, like dry leaves, cut up egg cartons, carton WC rolls, with fresh
grass cuttings (always mix, otherwise grass will form a sealed film, which hardly allows air to circulate). To increase the
composting process and enrich the mixture, add a 5 cm thick layer of cow or horse manure. Mix with a little bit of garden soil to
bring in more microorganisms and bacterial life. The horse manure can be picked up for free at the horse farm opposite the public
swimming pool on the way to Melisey. Ash from the wood burning stove and the kitchen furnish can be spread on every layer that
comes on top of this. A good measure for the size of organic matter is your hand, nothing larger than a hand otherwise you will
bring in a slowing factor! The pile should be as moist as a sponge that just has been squeezed out. Be sure to remove all food
left over’s! They will rot, attract mice and rats and disturb the composting process. Food left over’s during a gathering are better
buried in a freshly dug hole and closed of pit and when full covered again, preferably with a rock on top to avoid animals digging it
up.

This continuous pile built up goes on until the heap is 100 to 150 cm high. This height
is necessary to create enough mass for the heating up. Cover with a layer of hay to
prevent drying out. After a month or so the whole pile can be tilted upside down in the
2nd container and so on.
What has all this to do with community building and what are the similarities? I think
that a community energy build up needs just as much structure and processing as
compost making. It is not something that can be taken for granted. When individuals
who are part of a faerie movement come together they will certainly find common
grounds, like love for nature, a need for healing, a desire to grow, wanting to discover
gay soul, connecting with kindred spirits, finding friends and lovers and much more.
But these individual desires can be channelled and accelerated by forming a
community, fuelled by the magic of groups energy that can connect and lift the
individual up and forward, stimulate and inspire to actually engage in and embrace the
desired result.
It happens every time again as long as Folleterre visitors and gathering participants
are willing to open up their protective shells, become more vulnerable and share their
deeper feelings and emotions in a safe and open environment. The sacred nature of
heart circles is essential in such processes. Without them a faerie gathering can derail
and turn for some or more faeries in frustration and loneliness, dominated by gossip
and superficiality, which can be found at any random gay holiday resort, at times
entertaining, but it is not a driving force behind Folleterre as a sanctuary. A community
can also quickly form when the group engages in a common project, like the ones that
are set during the so called community weeks, such as the lumber Jane's and Jack's
gathering, a garden week, house renovation gatherings, and so on. Initially called
workweeks, practical gatherings usually form a solid basis for community build up.
Backed up by heart circles, a daily structure, and talent and skill sharing; many
separate ingredients to spark of the energy that fuels a group to become a community.
Not much different from all those separate organic ingredients necessary to form a
final product that we call compost.
Wish you all a full and rich summer season.
Junis

- THE FAERIE

FIRE IN MY HEART -

In the liner notes of my CD The Hawthorn Spring I wrote “Special thanks to the Faeries, who gave me the fire I needed to get this
done”, and in many ways the album is linked in my heart and mind to the faeries.
I’d wanted to make an album for a long time, but it was not until the Featherstone Gathering in 2012 that I felt really ready to do it. I
spent a good deal of that Gathering singing, by myself and to others around the castle. The previous year had been my first time with
the Faeries, when I’d taken the name Hawthorn and met Richard, to whom the CD is dedicated. Then I’d been to visit him in the
Falkland Islands and written a song for him when I returned. I really wanted Richard to hear it before he came back, so I asked
LoveHändel to video me. You can see me on the Internet singing Windswept Islands by the fire in the Stone Room, gazing lovingly at
someone, a beautiful young Faerie who gave me so much energy.
When I got home from the gathering I started the process of making the album. While at Folleterre Summer Gathering 2012 I often
sang to the fire, still rehearsing the songs to be recorded. Many of them can be connected to my awakening as a Faerie and recovery
from a very long and bad relationship. In the songs I write from the heart, or in my interpretations of traditional folk songs given a
queer twist, I sing of how I used to be, a monogamous gay who believed in “The One” and fell in love with straight guys a lot (The
Bonny Boy, A Sailor’s Life, The Handsome Lad); of the trials I went through (Monday-Morning Blues, A Foggy Lullaby, These
Dismays); and of how good my life now is (Greenwood Laddie, I Live Not Where I Love).
Of this last song, a reviewer wrote that it “comes over more of a celebration than a
lament”, which is exactly how I intend it: “my heart is with him altogether, though I live
not where I love”. Traditionally this is a cause for sadness, but I sing that I can always be
happy, even if I am not physically with my love, because my heart is with him.
In the same way, my heart can be with the Faeries, and you can be in my heart, wherever
I am and whatever goes on around me. When I sing I can connect to Spirit, and thus be
connected in Love to all things. If I need to summon some strength, love, wonder,
connection, spirit...I can look into the heart of a fire (even down to a candle flame or an
imagined fire) and connect to the heart of the Faerie fire. In this way my heart is with
you, all together.
Hawthorn xx

www.marcblock.co.uk

Quiet Gathering, 7 – 14 July 2013, Folleterre
Do you find life to be noisy and hectic?
Do you live in the city and get tired of the hustle and bustle?
Would you like to have enough silence to hear the trees, plants & flowers' song?

The EuroFaeries are organising eight days at Folleterre to create a space to escape the motions of daily
life and come together in the forest to relax, recharge, reconnect and energise with nature
and the community.
It is important to understand that by no means is this gathering a silent retreat, but more a space to
help quiet our mind, body & spirit and build our awareness for ourselves, each other and
the land itself.
Activities may include heart circles, sacred sound, yoga, nature walks, arts & crafts, sweat

lodge, meditation, massage, dress making, gardening and whatever YOU want to offer.
We welcome faeries of all ages and genders. Food will be vegetarian or vegan and we prefer this
to be an alcohol and substance free gathering. Gathering fees, including food, will be from €160 to
€320 depending on your income. We have a ‘nobody will be turned away because of lack of funds’
policy. If you can’t pay that much, contact the organisers and we will find a way to make it work for
you.
We would like to keep this an intimate gathering and therefore have a limit of about 30 faeries on a
‘first come, first served’ basis. We ask participants to register for the entire gathering. The open
ceremony will commence at noon on 8th July and the closing ceremony before the evening meal
on 13th July.
Organisers of the gathering are Feather Pup, Coconuts, CuddleSlut and Absinthe. For more
information or to register please email: quietgathering2013@folleterre.org
For more information on Folleterre and the EuroFaeries, please visit: www.folleterre.org

- TOGETHERNESS On my call for faerie vision in Europe, I had 12 contributions from members of our Sanctuary. Some were nice dreams about the development
of our Sanctuary, some visions about more Sanctuaries in Europe, some about more faeries coming to the gatherings. Why should we develop
faerie vision, as we had no more wishes? I would like to give special thanks to Mata Hari who is so involved with faerie spirit and hard working
to realise a new Sanctuary with the Austrian tribe. They have organised a Summer Gathering for us all in Salzburg. I got lot of inspiration from
all the wise words and stimulating poems from our dear Shokti, who's spirit is even more sparkling after his time in hospital! Thank you to all
dear Faeries, a summary is made on the Vision Circle from the stewards in Antwerp.
Let’s speak of the keyword I gave for this year: togetherness.
Last year we had to struggle with the word trust. We got a new team of stewards. Maybe as a translation of this keyword into modern terms, the
word transparency came up in the communication amongst the stewards. Sharing and storing all the information on the Internet, with neverending daily mails and Skype meetings – as a result, there was open communication between the stewards. But I must also mention Facebook,
as a digital form communication that most faeries and open to… All communication has become as transparent as the entrance of Folleterre is,
especially after the big tree cutting machines played wood smashing on our land last autumn. All I mean is: things have their limit.
To become transparent myself, I repeat how important it is nowadays for queer folk to hold hands and become brothers and sisters in a united
tribe. In these times of crises and egoism, where religions and many politicians loose their way, they (again) find black sheep’s to create a
target for hate.
We as faeries have to overcome our ego, transformed into WE GO. Togetherness is the key for solidarity amongst queer folk in West and East
Europe! Togetherness for being strong in radical resistance. With the spirits of our ancestors in our mind, their battle for human rights, we have
to trust each other and hold hands in unity and love.
As a spiritual monument for the hard work
many faerie hands did together during the
community week this spring, I like to bless
the new water source at our land.
Cheers!
Fauny – Folleterre Vision Keeper

2013 Folleterre Gathering Dates
Gathering

Date

Organisers

Email

Feather Pup,
Coconuts, Cuddleslut
& Ab Saint
Organised by Fagus
& Coconuts and
facilitated by
American faeries

quietgathering2013@folleterre.org

Quiet
Gathering

July 7– July 14

SexMagic
Workshop

July 20– July 27

Community
Week
Great Circle

July 29 – August 2

Summer
Gathering
Lumbers
Gathering

August 5 – August
14

Love Bug

October 20 –
October 27

Junis & Fauny

chas@faeriesexmagick.org

summer2013@folleterre.org

August 3 & August
4
summer2013@folleterre.org

Other Gatherings for 2013
Glastonbury Solstice Gathering (England): June 21 – June 23
Austrian Gathering: August 17 – August 27

A message from
the stewards….
At Folleterre's Community Week in April, the Stewards' Circle agreed to a small increase in the contribution
we ask for when people visit OUTSIDE of Gathering times.

We realise that this might not have been explained to the whole community.

From now onwards, we ask faeries to contribute at least €7 per day when visiting outside of gatherings.
These fees do not include food from the store-cupboard, faerie-visitors should buy their own supplies.
NOTAFLOF arrangements can be discussed with the Secretary (or any Steward).

We'd like to ask everyone that if you want to visit Folleterre outside of Gathering times, please remember to
contact the Secretary (secretary@folleterre.org) or else the Gatherings Princess (gather@folleterre.org) to
let us know you'll be there!

Thank you

New developments at Folleterre in 2013
On the hill slope, only last year, was a dark patch of commercially planted
pines that were dominating. We now got a chance to create a divers area with
leaf trees; such as beech, birch, rowan, oak, hazel and more natural and
locally connected undergrowth and shrubbery. After the pine felling the
foundation received around 6000 euro for timber sales, which is going to be
used partially to restore the land and to replant on this location a wide
selection of leaf trees. The other half has already been spent to drill for pure
drinking water. The completion of this water project, including a solar
generated electric pump plus a manual operated hand pump (and the
connections to a storage tank in the cellar) has been made possible by the
generous donations of Ji, eW and Eide. An important step towards more
health safety on the land has been made! Thank you all so very much!
During community week in April the first 70 trees were planted. A bulldozer
company from Servance has made a cost estimate to remove tree stumps and
to create terras formed spaces, which can be used for wildflower fields on the
lower parts of the land. This plan includes the making of a new road just
before the mailbox that will lead to a higher located platform where car
parking will be made possible. More tree planting will take place during the
lumber days in October. (Plan your stay! Come and help, plant a tree that will
survive you..!)
Also during community week a rotten floor and beams were replaced above
the wet barn, in the so called French quarters. Nico functioned as "floor"
manager, assisted by Stilmark, Pica, Mulla, Deetail and Will. The garden was
made ready for sowing and planting and again further extended! (Feadra,
White Rose, Tadzio, Waitari,Mulla,Absaint, and yes, you I forgot).

Beech
seedling
Water well
connection box

Deetail installed a new solar converter and replaced wiring. Earlier also the old
batteries were replaced for a higher quality set. The system is now functioning
as never before.
Jean Christophe (JC) used his medical knowledge to update and create the best
selection for the First Aid Kit. One drawer for first aid and the other for
pharmaceuticals. The first aid kit now has a checklist and a directory for the
most urgent ingredients. Please, gathering organisers, check this list and make
complete with the extra stock, stored in the bottom of the medicine cabinet.
This can be life saving in emergencies!
Also realised last summer and this spring is a new compost toilet, donated by
EW and is reaching a final stage at this time..!
Support and voluntary contributions from so many faeries. I mentioned only a
few, forgot the new secretary Coconuts, and the treasurer Tricky, gathering
princess White Rose and vision keeper Fauny. Notre Dame always present in
the background to network and assist where necessary. Waitari's positive
energy and skilful input. I forgot to mention all the stewards, who were
bombarded by many emails, the gathering organisers and assistants. Our
Folleterre year runs from great circle to great circle, so we have not finished
yet. Quiet gathering, sex magic, summer community week and summer
gathering on its way. Maybe good at this time, to ask yourself whether you
also would like to contribute practically, or as a coordinator, a steward, a
fundraiser maybe. Do not hesitate, please step forward.
The coming two months are my last as president of the association Les Amis
de Folleterre. I do hope to pass this position on to the right person, who will
have the privilege together with board and stewards, to further develop
Folleterre to the benefit of many for who discovering the faeries and their
beautiful land can be life changing.
Blessed be.
Junis

Entrance road for
new car park

New floor and
beams installed

Burning Heart –
celebration of eW’s
and Hirondel’s
partnership

Door of new
compost toilet
Garden
extension

FOLLETERRE NEEDS €
How Do I Pay?
The Facts
It costs €900 each month to
pay the mortgage and the
utilities, before we can
develop the property.
We need everyone who has
an interest in Folleterre’s
future to give something –
whether you can afford €5
per month, or €100, your
donation is very important!
What Can I Do?

There are two ways to pay:

Anything Else?
If you are transferring money please
remember to mention what it is for: cash
gifts, membership donation (whether it is
monthly, quarterly or yearly).
Folleterre has a NOTAFLOT (No One
Turned Away For Lack of Funds) policy for
members, but please give what you can

For more information, contact your
Secretary, Coconuts on:

secretary@folleterre.org

1. Set up a regular donation from you bank account
Transfers within FRANCE:
Banque:
10278
Guichet:
07861
N° compte: 00020076201
Clé:
60
Transfers within EUROZONE
IBAN:
BIC (SWIFT):

FR76 1027 8078 6100 0200 7620 160
CMCIFR2A

Bank Information
Credit Mutuel, CCM Semouse et Combeaute, 4 rue
Henri Lebrun, 70800 St Loup sur Semouse
Recipient Information

Cash donations and regular
monthly membership
subscriptions are a great way
to keep the sanctuary going.
Please consider giving €5 a
month, or €60 a year. Every
contribution makes a
difference.

Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots, 70270 Ternuay,
France
Transfers within UNITED KINGDOM:
Bank:
Account Name:
Sort Code:
Account Number:
IBAN:
Bank ID Code:

The Co-operative Bank
Faerie UK – Folleterre
08-92-99
65622203
GB84 CPBK 65622203 089299
CPBK GB22

2. Via PayPal
Simply go to www.folleterre.org, click on ‘GIVE’ and follow
the links to PayPal. You can set up a monthly payment to be
deducted from your debit/credit card or bank account.

